Tuesdays at 7PM in the BP Design Theater (401 Usibelli Engineering Building)
For more information about watching via livestream, visit uaf.edu/summer/events.
All lectures will be recorded and posted to the web following the live presentation.

6/6 Improving Alaskans’ Health: Statewide and “In Your Neighborhood”
Anne Zink, MD, Alaska’s Chief Medical Officer and Mishelle Nace, MD, Pediatrics Specialist

7/18 Aging in Place: A Plan for “The Future You” in Fairbanks
Beth Grey, Project Manager, Aging and Disability Resource Center, Fairbanks Senior Center

6/13 Making Sense of Hearing Health in 2023
Lily Hughes, AUD, Audiologist

7/25 Senior Living Choices in Fairbanks As We Age
Vickie Wilson, Former Director, Division of The Alaska Pioneers Homes

6/20 Forgetfulness: When Should I be Concerned?
Scott Luper, ND, Naturopathic Physician

8/1 Determining Your Risk of Cardiovascular Disease
Romel Wrenn, MD, Cardiologist

6/27 A Systematic Approach to Considering a Cancer Diagnosis in 2023
Andrew Cox, MD, Oncologist

8/8 Lifestyle as Medicine
Sally Mangum, DO, Internist

7/11 The Art of Simulating Health Disasters and the Science of Response
Lori Gilbertoni, RN

8/15 A Whirlwind of Allergy: From Pollen to Pot Roast
Anthony Bonitatibus, MD, Allergist